1980 z50

Make Honda. This a Honda Z50R that has been restored. The bike is super clean. Everything
was repainted - new decal - new seat cover - wheels repainted - starts on the first or second kick
- all the gears work - locking gas cap. This is one of cleanest Honda Z50R I have seen. This is a
Non Title bike. This would make a great pit bike - campground bike - Christmas present or
addition to someone's collection. With lots of financing options available for all types of credit
we will do our best to get you riding. Copy the link for access to financing. Financing and
warranties available on most models for ease of purchase and peace of mind. Please be aware
that additional fees will apply to any added part or accessory. Model CR. Selling a nice clean
vintage Honda MR50 Elsinore kids minibike. This is a neat little vintage machine that appears to
be in great original condition. I dont know a ton about the MR50, but I was told this was all
original. Sold with a bill of sale only. Not registered in the state of CA. I bought it to ride back
and fourth to my mailbox. I have had it for about 2 years and it runs well. Tank and seat are in
great shape for the bikes age. I think its all original, right down to grips, but I am not an expert
on the MR 50's. The plastic is in great shape but has normal scuffing from age. Please look
closely at the pics. I would not call it mint, but I would call it a very clean rider. Everything is
straight, bars, levers, pegs. The brake lever tip is broke off, but its a clean break. This is a cool
bike because it is both a two stroke AND it has a working clutch. All the other Honda mini's are
four strokes and automatic. This would make a great addition to your collection or use as a pit
bike or a rider. The boring stuff but please read :Shipping: I suggest you use Daily Direct for
transport. Their phone number is haulbikes, and they are professionals with a strong track
record of moving expensive and nice motorcycles. Daily Direct offers door to door "roll on" and
"roll off" service. I can and will ship international, but the buyer must coordinate this, as the
process can be cumbersome. I will assist as best as possible and do have really good access to
shippers to the UK, Europe and Australia. I can also ship to the middle east as well. But please
note that all paperwork will be handled by the buyer. I dont do paperwork very well. Seller
Notes: If you are a serious buyer and have the money in hand, I am happy to talk to you on the
phone about whatever questions or interest you have in the bikes. But please, no time wasters
or tire kickers. If you are a serious buyer, it is available to be shown for you or to an agent of
your choice. I always suggest you have someone review a bike before buying, but realize it is
not always practical, as sometimes matter of opinion on condition can be different. But I am not
looking for tire kickers or time wasters. The bike is located in Northern California. I am very easy
to work with, but a little clear communication goes a long way with me. We will take payment
however is easiest for you for to send, as we understand that some buyers might be out of the
country. Cash, bank to bank payment, bank check, Paypal, WU, Carrier Pidgin - whatever - but
as long as it clears our bank and you are not playing the Nigerian lottery with me, I could care
less how it comes. Just make sure it comes. My bikes are always for sale locally and I reserve
the right to end the listing at any time if a local buyer comes forward. In case you are wondering
anything about me as a seller, I have been on eBay since thats over 16 years and have not one
negative feedback. I am just a nut for older dirt bikes and ATV's from the 's. I have a nice
collection of bikes that I have built up over 15 years of collecting and messing about. I have
several others that I am selling, including several 85 - 86 r's and x's, as well as a 86 x and a 86
atcsx. I am clearing out some bikes to make room for other projects, so hit me up if you are
interested in one of them.. See my other listings for some more of my stuff, but I doubt I will get
around to listing all of them. Make Kawasaki. Model Vulcan - Classic. Model DN Love this thing,
but for financial reasons I've got to part with it. Purchased brand new in August , ridden about 4,
miles due to relocating to the East Coast though I wish I'd ridden it more! Great for beginners
OR experienced riders, as it offers unbelievable control and ease-of-use that a veteran rider
would admire, but is SO simple and straightforward to ride. Only miles. It has less than one year
of use on it. Light scratchesNeeds replacement for left rearview mirror though functional and
plastic crack is unnoticeable. Its arresting design hurt some necks in Daytona, as it caused
hundreds of neck-snapping double-takes. The DN defies immediate classification. Its shark-like
nose brings to mind a futuristic sportbike and is its strongest styling asset, but its considerable
length gives it a laid-back cruiser profile. Although it has roots to the lates Hawk GT, the SOHC,
4-valve motor is thoroughly modernized with a sophisticated fuel-injection system using dual
40mm throttle bodies and high-tech hole injectors. A low A tidy but comprehensive LCD
instrument panel includes a tach, clock and two tripmeters, plus a display for the trans mode
and pseudo gear positions. The 41mm front fork is set at a relaxed Credit its low stance and
center of gravity, aided by a portion of its 4. Acceleration from the mid-size V-Twin engine is
decent if not impressive. Suspension quality is quite plush. The fork is non-adjustable and
offers 4. The rear brake pedal engages a single piston in the left-side front caliper as well as the
large mm rear disc. These brakes will find favor with newbie riders. Instead of being tentative
about how much traction is available from the front tire, a rider can mindlessly tramp solely on

the brake pedal for quick, g-loading stops. The ABS eliminates lock-up, providing security even
under dicey road conditions. The condition of this machine is highly original and un-restored. It
has 3, original miles from new. The frame and engine numbers are factory correct and original.
It is the cc engine. The gearbox is also original to the machine. This Honda Super Sport is
completely original and has never been apart. It is in un-restored and in very nice condition, and
is a true historical document that should be preserved and ridden. This machine has been in my
collection, is started on a regular basis, and ridden occasionally to make sure everything still
works. When I purchased the bike, it had been sitting for some time in completely original
condition. I went through the machine top to bottom and checked all of the major engine,
transmission, and braking components for functionality and safety. The gas tank was still in
beautiful condition, with no wear evident, the carburetors were inspected, cleaned, and
re-installed, the air filter checked, all fluids changed, and both front and rear brakes were taken
apart cleaned, re-built, and re-installed, the consequence of the bike sitting idle for a long period
of time. The tires on the front and rear are the original type and size for the machine and appear
to be the original tires to the machine. The tires and tubes have NOT been replaced and, while
not as soft and pliable as when they were new, are in amazing original condition. The rims are
also the original Honda rims, as are the spokes, and overall, the wheels are in very nice original
condition. The seat is original and the upholstery is in perfect condition with no rips, tears, or
wear of any kind, and the Honda script on the rear of the seat is sharp and clear. The engine and
transmission are in excellent interior condition due to the low mileage and absence of any type
of harsh conditions or abuse throughout its life. The 4 into 1 Honda exhaust is also original to
the machine, and is in beautiful condition. A complete cleaning and detailing was performed,
and although detailing on an original machine is never completed, the overall condition of the
finishes is remarkable considering the age of the machine, and is in line with the low original
mileage. The aluminum parts are in excellent condition overall, but due to the originality, I did
not want to go too far polishing any parts. The paint is the original Candy Sapphire Blue, and is
visually stunning. The original decals and badges are still applied to the gas tank, fairing and
sidecovers. All of the plastic fairings, covers, etc. The Super Sport on the road is very easy to
handle, and rides down the road very tight, with no shakes, shimmies, or rattles. It shifts and
accelerates smoothly and holds the road as it should. This bike is really great to ride and very
fast for the period. Unlike a lot of collector motorcycles for sale on the internet, this is ready to
ride and not in need of any expensive service once you get it home. I am always looking for new
machines to add to my collection. Please contact me if you have something interesting
available! The description of this motorcycle is written to the best of my knowledge. However, I
am by no means an expert on vintage Honda motorcycles. If you have any questions, please
contact me before the auction ends. If you have any questions, please contact me. If you live
close to Chicago, I encourage you to come and inspect the motorcycle in person! Seller
reserves the right to not accept bids or sell the vehicle to anyone with a zero or negative eBay
feedback rating. This motorcycle is being sold as is, where is with no warranty, expressed,
written or implied. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct description, authenticity,
genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance
or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any
descriptions or representations are for identification purposes only and are not to be construed
as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the
motorcycle and to have satisfied himself or herself as to the condition and value and to bid
based upon that judgment solely. The seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to
disclose any known defects associated with this motorcycle at the buyer's request PRIOR to the
close of sale. Seller assumes no responsibility for any statements regardless of any oral
statements about the motorcycle. Please remember that your bid constitutes a legally binding
contract to purchase this item. If you require an inspection, have it done prior to bidding. I
strongly encourage all bidders to inspect the motorcycle personally or enlist the services of a
professional inspector prior to placing a bid. After the sale, inspections are not recognized as a
contingency to completing your obligation to your winning bid. If there are any questions
regarding the above terms, please e-mail prior to bidding. Please do not waste my time or yours
bidding on an item you do not intend to pay for. If you bid on this item and win, you are
expected to pay for the item and pick it up in a timely manner! I welcome ALL international
bidders and am happy to assist with making shipping arrangements. I can also arrange crating
for shipment on my end for a nominal extra charge. If you are an international buyer, I
understand it can take some time to arrange shipping, so I do not mind keeping the motorcycle
for a longer period of time until pick up. Please contact me before the sale ends, if possible, to
discuss the specifics. Thanks for your interest! The bike was targeted directly at the US market
after Honda officials, including founder Soichiro Honda, repeatedly met with US dealers and

understood the opportunity for a larger bike. Under development for a year, the CB offered two
unprecedented features, a front disc brake and a transverse straight-4 engine with an overhead
camshaft, neither of which was previously available on a mainstream, affordable production
bike. Cycle magazine called the CB "the most sophisticated production bike ever" upon its
introduction. The CB was the first modern four-cylinder machine from a mainstream
manufacturer, and the term superbike was coined to describe it. The bike offered other
important features that added to its compelling value: electric starter, kill switch, dual mirrors,
flashing turn signals, easily maintained valves and overall smoothness and freedom from
vibration both underway and at a standstill; later models on included maintenance-free
hydraulic valves. On the other hand, the bike was difficult to get on its center stand and tended
to throw chain oil onto its muffler. Unable to gauge demand for the new bike accurately, Honda
limited its initial investment in the production dies for the CB by using a technique called
permanent mold casting often erroneously referred to as sandcasting rather than diecasting for
the engines â€” the factory being unsure of the bike's reception. The bike remained in the
Honda lineup for ten years, with sales totaling over , in its life span. The Discovery Channel
ranked the Honda CB third among the top ten greatest motorbikes of all time. When Henry Ford
launched the Model T in , there was nothing else like it, and the T established a design template
that defined the automobile for more than a decade. The problem? Ford was still building the T
in , and the market had moved on. By continuing to manufacture the same basic car, Ford
maximized the benefits of mass production, but at the cost of market leadership. Something
similar happened to Honda in the s. The Honda CB Four mapped out the future for motorcycles.
And like the Model T, it stayed in production for just a little too long. The Honda CBF also wore
a new, slimmer-looking but 0. In spite of its radical-looking for Honda exhaust, changes to the
basic Four plot were minor. Reduced trail and a longer swingarm improved straight-line
stability, while a stiffer frame and suspension changes improved handling in the corners.
Whether it was the new exhaust and revised air box or some undisclosed engine modifications,
the F produced considerably more power than the K-bike. Cycle magazine recorded 58hp at the
rear wheel compared with 49hp for the K3. This, combined with lower gearing, meant a standing
quarter in the high 12s instead of the 13s. To emphasize its sportiness, the engine was powder
coated black. At over pounds with a half tank of gas, the F2 was also the heaviest so far with the
exception of the A automatic , and 10 pounds heavier than the 4-pipe touring K model. Yet in
spite of the extra weight, and the fact that the 28mm Keihins now had accelerator pumps, fuel
consumption improved slightly to 45mpg. Most testers considered the F2 to be the best Honda
so far, the result of continual refinement and improvement that had created a comfortable, fine
handling motorcycle with performance that just about kept pace with the GS All was not perfect
in paradise, however. The cause, they speculated, was insufficient heat treatment of the valve.
Also noted was a lack of steering stability. Honda claimed they embodied the advantages of
both cast and spoke wheels without any of the disadvantages. Few liked the appearance of the
struts or the rivets, and the latter would prove to be troublesome. Rivets can loosen over time,
compromising the integrity of the wheels. By the time Honda was marketing the CB K4 in ,
plenty of luster had worn off the model. For one thing, competing manufacturers were
producing faster motorcycles â€” like the aforementioned Z1. And thanks to the Arab oil
embargo, fuel economy had become an important concern in the North American market. Where
the CB produced around 67 horses, for there were only about 50 ponies at the rear wheel. By
comparison, the Z1 produced a claimed 82 horsepower. The CB, once the lightning rod for a
new generation of Superbikes, had suddenly become the old man in the group. The Super Sport
was an improved machine, complete with a four-into-one header and muffler system, revised
frame geometry featuring a lengthened rear swingarm, a rear disc brake and a longer gas tank
with a new seat and rear cowl. There were yet more changes. Honda returned some of the lost
horsepower to the cc engine through various internal improvements, including an increased
compression ratio from to 9. When he was 14, and for the two years after, he could regularly be
seen riding a Honda Express moped around his hometown. But then he discovered offroading
and started spending more time playing with a Jeep, and the Maxim saw less and less use. A
couple of years later, though, and Marcos was itching to ride again. Not entirely sure what he
was looking for, Marcos found himself researching s Japanese motorcycles. Eventually, he
decided what he really wanted was a Suzuki GSS Wes Cooley Replica, a particularly rare
machine manufactured for only two years, in and And then, as fate would have it, he was talking
motorcycles with a co-worker who said he had a Honda CBK2 sitting in warehouse storage. It
had been stored for 15 years, Marcos says, and he bought it for pennies on the dollar, but there
was no title and the engine was stuck. None of that really worried Marcos, however, and he set
about getting the Honda running, installing a used but clean set of Flame Sunrise Orange side
covers and a matching gas tank. All of the factory decals are in place, the plastic lenses are

crystal clear, and many of the yellow paint dots, applied at the factory during assembly, are still
clearly visible on various nuts and bolts. Surprisingly, the CBF gained some weight over the
standard CB â€” a little bit more than 12 pounds. But it handles better than any of the other
Japanese Superbikes. Despite the longer wheelbase and stability-oriented steering geometry,
the Honda CBF handles like a bike at least a hundred pounds lighter. Highbars, turn-indicators
and all, it really is a super sporting motorcycle. But to label that as bad would go against the
fact that Honda has a sold a huge number of K models since Payson, AZ. Hollywood, FL. Rocky
Ford, CO. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Carthagena, OH. Fort Rice, ND. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Z Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make
Honda Model -. Category - Engine 49 Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Make Honda 5
Kawasaki 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit
Cancel. We ship in the U. View 12 24 48 51 60 Eagle Grit USA hand cleaner. Fast50s 8 inch Pro
Chromo Bar. Fast50s Aluminum Stands. No Image Available. Fast50s Fork Seal for the Speed
Fork. Fast50s Front Brake and rear hand brake Pivot Bolt. Fast50s Handle Bar Pads - 7. Fast50s
Honda z50 Bar Clamp Kit. Sales of the bike began in March with the Z50M model. Most Z-series
bikes are small, light, collapsible motorcycles made for convenience and ease of transportation.
Their outstanding feature is a 50 cc four-stroke engine with an over head camshaft. Some have
a centrifugal clutch and three gear manual transmission, while others have a three-speed
semi-automatic easy-shift transmission for learners. The original model of the Honda Z-series
was originally produced as a children's ride at a Japanese amusement park, but was eventually
refined and put into mass production, hitting the European market in Since then Honda has
produced a wide variety of Honda Z-series mini bikes, with annual model updates still in effect.
Starting from , the well-known 50 cc engine will be adapted and fitted with an injection kit
instead of carburetor. Today, cheaper replica versions of this bike are being manufactured in
China. Fast50s has what you're looking for to beef up, fix or style your Honda z50! Gallons of
knowledge right here in this company! Call us and you'll see! Sign In or Create an Account.
Fast50s Make Honda. Starts and runs perfectly. Sold as is. Super fun little bike. I weight and it is
a blast. Make Other Makes. Nice z50 I bought from a man in N. There is no title for this bike but I
can provide a bill of sale to anyone who needs one. This is an un-restored original bike. It has
normal wear and tear for one that has been ridden over the years, but with that being said, it is
in good shape. The tank has some scratches and a few dings, the seat has no tears in it, the
exhaust has no holes in it. As you can tell from the pictures, it is cold here in Indiana. This bike
starts up from being dead cold after about kicks. Once it is started and warmed up, it fires right
up with just one kick. It runs fine for a nearly 40 year old bike. What it needs but doesn't hurt
how it runs. The lights, kill switch, and light switch do not work. I believe it is just a ground wire
that needs cleaned up, but I have not investigated why those items aren't working. Shipping is
the responsibility of the buyer, I will not arrange any shipping. I can meet with the shipper that
you arrange, but that's the extent of my involvement. This is a gorgeous little mini bike that has
very low hours on it. The bike is in near mint condition and has very few flaws in it. The bike
was found stashed away here in Nevada, where it sat for many many years. The bike shows little
wear. The tires are almost brand new and they are originals to the bike! The paint is in stellar
condition. The paint is red and is beautiful! The paint on the entire bike is amazing. There is
some chips on one area of the frame, the seat is perfect and looks amazing! The chrome on the
bike shines like a brand new penny. The handlebars and controls look amazing and are all
original and untouched. The electical all works. The brake light works sometimes, this is
probably just a bad connection from the original bulb. The fenders are straight as an arrow and
look amazing, there is a little scratch on the rear fender, very very minor for an all, original,
untouched Honda mini bike. The tank is very straight and the decals on it are all original. The
left side decal has a chip out of it. The tank is perfect inside with zero rust. The left side side
cover has a scratch on it. The engine is in amazing shape for being all original. There is little to
no dirt and grime on it. This bike has not been ridden much since new. The exhaust looks
practically new on the bike. The paint is perfect and same as the chrome, the headlight bucket is
in very nice shape! The paint is shiny, like new! Is does have a little crack near the mounting
hole. The forks and rubber are in like new condition! The cables look like they are brand new
and have seen very very little use. The wheels and tires look nearly new, again, this bike has so
little hours on it. You just don't see all original, untouched, and unrestored Honda z50's like this
one. This is so rare to find a bike this clean, it's amazing. It runs good but I think it could use a
carb adjustment since its been sitting for so long. It does not idle very well. It could be a
clogged jet. Not sure. The hoses on the bike are original and look like new. The original spring
is on the fuel line, that is never there on bikes! The rear brake lever has a scrap on it, it looks
like somebody hit rock when they were riding it, I do NOT have a title for the bike. Please look at
the pictures before bidding. I am selling some very nice Honda mini bikes. Look at my other

auctions! I can store this bike for up to a month so that shipping arrangements can be made. I
can get a motorcycle pallet if needed for transport. I only accept cash in person, check, or
money order as acceptable forms of payment. Please ask any and all questions that you might
have before bidding on the bike. I only accept cash, check, or money order for forms of
payment. My phone number is Thanks for looking! The bike is in near mint condition and has
very few flaws. The other 2 will be for sale in separate listings, the one for sale here is the one in
all the other pictures and video. I bought these bikes a few years ago for my older daughters,
and they just never showed any interest. I am just trying to recoup what I paid for them. They
are all very nice and what looks to be original condition. I have done nothing to them other than
drain the fuel and wipe them off. I want to keep the cost down for buyers so, no paypal. That
way I can just basically ask for what I paid and the only loss is ebay fees. The rear brake lever
has a scrap on it, it looks like somebody hit rock when they were riding it, I do not have a title
for the bike. Model XR. Rare Rare Rare Only needs a right foot peg but will put on OEM set of
pegs before it ships if you Use the Buy It Now you will need to add a foot peg and do some work
to get it running again if you do not use the Buy it now. It ran great when parked and put on
Display but that was many years ago. Kicks through with proper compression. Holy Grail of the
Z50s Incredibly rare in this condition, Adult owned. Original Gas Tank. Nice exhaust Nice
Fenders no dents I saw. This is the exact bike you will receive. If it was cleaned up got running it
would sell for big money! Had this as a Kid? Here is your chance to get it back! Shipping is by
Freight only. This keeps the bidding fair or buying more fair. No returns. Once you get it you
own it because it will need light service to get going. I would have no idea what you do to it so I
won't want it returned nor will I pay the return shipping and refund shipping to you. We would
end up in Court if this happened. It is as described. No swapping of parts and disputes unless
you want a trial and your info posted on YouTube as a scammer. This bike is accurately
described. By making this purchase you agree that Jefferson County West Virginia is the proper
jurisdiction for any disputes concerning this purchase. We are well aware of the fraud on ebay
and this bike just the side covers alone are valuable and people might try the swap parts scam
on us just to get parts off this rare bike. Not a good idea, any scammers Move On! Cash Only if
picking up in Person. CALL leave a message, your name and your number or you will not be
called back. All buyers will be verified genuine before shipping will transpire and all funds will
be cleared from Paypal before a crate is built and it is shipped. If you file a dispute before I can
ship you will not receive this rare bike. I count on your payment to buy the supplies and give me
the time to crate it and transport it to the Freight Depot. I will not allow you to arrange your own
shipping because I have to be able to confirm delivery. Buyer Pays for all shipping and Freight
costs. Any questions my adviser can be reached at leave a message, your name and your
number or you will not be called back. No Low Ball offers please. Model CB. Almost 50 years
old. All original. It's sat in our garage for over 30 years. I have not driven bike in 30 years.
Excellent compression. Will need some restoration if you want to drive it. Or put it on your
mantle. This offering is for a pair of Honda Mini Trail 50s. They are both first year bikes, KO and
K1 and are in mint condition. The is the early silver tag and is great for a game room or a
collector, very nostalgic. The one without the light package is the KO and the one with the light
package is the K1. Both have been used as office art for years and are currently on display and
Classic Cycles, Inc. As they have been used for office art for years, they are not currently
registered and there are no titles, just a bill of sale is available. If you have specific questions or
would like to request more pictures please email me or contact Tony Dunn, the owner of Classic
Cycles, at Note these bike are really nice. This is not a desperation sale. Serious Honda lovers
only please, no low ball offers. Only needs a carb cleaning and was just taken out of storage.
This will be prepped to run well when oil added and gas added if the buy it now is used. If the
buy it now is not used and you make an offer, you will only need to clean the carbs when it
arrives and possibly lightly sand the points. Trans is good kicks through with proper
compression. No dents in the Gas Tank. Buy it now also get a new OEM Honda Correct front
number plate, If not using the buy it now you get the original stock oem plate in it's current
condition which does have some slight staining and cracking. If it was cleaned up got running
and the white parts repainted it would sell for big money! No swapping of parts and disputes
unless you want a trial and your info posted on Youtube as a scammer. All buyers will be
verified genuine before shipping will transpire and all fun ds will be cleared from Paypal before
a crate is built and it is shipped. Model Z Up for sale is a Honda z50 mini trail. Its all original and
unrestored. Nothing has been detailed or touched up. Runs excellent. Starts with one kick. It
has been kept in my climate controlled basement. Bought it three years ago from the original
owner. Everyt
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hing works as it should. Hi an lo beam lights working all brakes work. Shifts great. Original
battery still present. Tank is in great shape has couple small dings from bars hitting it. No rust
inside of tank. Seat is excellent shape, free of rips or tears. Overall has its patina-some wear on
paint and scratches here and there. No dryrot on the tires. No leaks and or weird noises from
tank or engine. It will come with a bill of sale. I have the right to end auction early. I will ship at
the buyers expense. I can be reached at Thanks Neil. Alamo Heights, TX. Port Jefferson Station,
NY. Carthagena, OH. South Kingstown, RI. Alpharetta, GA. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Z Year Make Honda Model -. Year Make Other
Makes Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Clairsville, Ohio. Category - Engine 50
Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Z ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

